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Data Collection

What data will you collect or create?

We will receive data from our sponsors.

How will the data be collected or created?

Data will be collected from open sources and will be public source.

Documentation and Metadata

What documentation and metadata will accompany the data?

Documentation and Metadata will be in the form of assignments and meeting minutes for the capstone class. As well as the documentation for the PSYOPS team.

Ethics and Legal Compliance

How will you manage any ethical issues?

In order to keep the integrity of the project we will follow the Engineering Standards, Procedures and Policies, the IISE Code of ethics, the NISE code of ethics, and the Uniform Code of Military Justice (UCMJ).

How will you manage copyright and Intellectual Property Rights (IP/IPR) issues?

Copyright will not be tolerated. All credit to resources used will be given.

Storage and Backup

How will the data be stored and backed up during the research?

The data will be stored in google docs as well as emails sent over from the PSYOPS.
How will you manage access and security?

The access and security will be managed through keeping the access between project members and the PSYOPS team.

Selection and Preservation

Which data are of long-term value and should be retained, shared, and/or preserved?

This project does not have data that is not already public record.

What is the long-term preservation plan for the dataset?

This project does not have data that is not already public record.

Data Sharing

How will you share the data?

Data will only be shared by the group and sponsors.

Are any restrictions on data sharing required?

Data is public access data and there is no restrictions

Responsibilities and Resources

Who will be responsible for data management?

Data Management will be a team effort. The data will be shared among group members in order to keep track of it.

What resources will you require to deliver your plan?
We will require data and continued guidance from our sponsors and Dr. Juarez.